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Presidential
Candidates Visit UNI!
After 3 months on intensive
- ..review, the UNI Presidential
Selection Committee ann?unced last Friday that 6 of the 7
presidential candidates will be
visiting the · UNI campus
between March 27 and April 9.

Palmer· Pilcher, candidate
from the U. of Arkansas was at
Northeastern for 4 ½ hours
yesterday to meet with UNI
. Civil Service, Faculty, Students,
Alumni and Adm_inistrators.

The meetings are designed
for the canqidates to meet with
the Northeastern community,
as well as the UNt 'community
to be able to discuss questions
they feel are pertinent with the
candidates. All meetings are
open, but the committee asks
that members of different
;egments 6f the community
direct their questions to the
candidates during their time
listed.
.
The schedule for the other
candidates is as follows:

The 7th candidate was
unable to · schedule a meeting
at the present time. As soon as
the arrangements are_ made,
notices will be sent to the UNI
Community

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1973
James R. Connor
Provost and Academic Vice-President
Western Illinois University
Illinois

9:00
10:15
1;15
2:30
3:45

- 10:00 a.m.
-11:30 a.m.
- 2:30 p.m.
- 3:30 p.m.
-.4:15' p.m.

S-101
S-101

Civil Se,vice

North Dining Hall
Buffeteria
Buffeteria

Students
Administration

Faculty

Alumni

"Beyond Pygmalian

in the Class,room''
..,

'

Monday, April 2, 1972, Join us for the festivities! .Meet
Governor Dan Walker, tour the facilities . .. laboratories . .. see
classroom sessions in action . .. open: to our neighb6rs and
friends in the community!

3:00 P.M. - Dedication Ceremony, front steps of the
classroom building, Bryn Mawr and Central Park.
4:00 P.M. - Concert by Eduard Melkus, Baroque Violinist,
Professor of violin, Vienna Academy of Music and Dramatic
Arts, Room 1-002 - classroom building.
5-8:00 P.M. - Open House.
8:00 P.M. - Address by Dr. Robert Rosenthal, Professor of
Social Psychology at Harvard University and Autt,or of
"Pygmalion in the Classroom", room 1-002 - classroom building.
9:00 P.M. Reception. Dining area - lower level,
classroom building.

Dr. Robert Rosenthal, Professor of Social Psychology at
Harvard University and author
of the provocative Pygm'alian
in the Classroom, wi 11 speak at
Northeastern Illinois University
on Monday, April 2, at 8:00
p,m . on " Beyond Pygmalian in
the Classroom" in the Classroom Building, north lecture
hall.
In the preface to Pygmalian
in the Classroom, Dr. Rosenthal began his book saying
"People more often than not
do what is expected of them."
On Monday evening , Dr.
Rosenthal will discuss additional expl<>ration in the ·effects of
covert communication or
"silent language" in classrooms, clinics and laboratories.
· Dr. Rosenthal has published
over a hundred papers · of
research, analysis, and review.
He was born in Giessen,
Germany in 1933, was a Phi
Beta Kappa at UCLA, received
his B.A. in 1953, and his Ph.D.
from UCLA in 1956. He had
four years of clinical training in
California from 1953-57, was an
instructor at UCLA in 1957,
Assistant Professor and _ Coor-

dinator of Clinical Training at
the University of North Dakota
from 19 57 _6 2 , a visiting
Associate Professor at Ohio
State from 1960-61, Lecturer at
Boston University 1965-66,
Lecturer at Harvard on Clinical
psyc h o Iog)£. f rom 1962-6 7, an d
has been Professor of Social ·
Psychology at Harvard since
1967
H~ is a Fellow" of the
American Psychological Association and a Diplomate in
Clinical Psychology He is also
a Fellow of the M~sachusetts

th e Eastern and Midwestern
Psychological Association, Society for Projective Techniqa~s, American Association of
University Professors, Society
of ExpedrimS~ntal SX<:>eial Psychology an
Igma 1.
H
d
A e _ was
a~~r ed
the
merican Assoc1at1on for the
Advancement of Sciences
Socio-Psychological Prize in
1960 an~ th e Catell ~und
Award Prize of the American
Psychological Association in
1967·
His most recent work has
Psychological Association, and been concerned with the effect
the American Association for
the Advancement of Science. of expectation on creativity
He is a past President of the and individualt- differences in.
North Dakota Psychological sensitivity to nonverbal com. .
and a member of munication.
A ssoc1at1on
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(ornmentary
Do We Find Fea-r lrres·i stable?
WE AMERICANS WANT to
' live in fear, especially fear of
our fellow ·citizen. We justify
ourselves by continually pointing to crime-in-the-streets .
All
kinds c o f, ,b security
measures are,takeFi, 1Just in. the
last couple of ' yearis, · rent-acops started appearing _in.. our
supermarkets. Gas stations now
want even money after 10
o'clock at night. Some won't
take any cash at all. But it's
also getting harder to pay for
merchandise .by personal
check.

what humans are doing to
fellow humans.
TV cameras aren't just · in
banks any more, they're even
getting into · plans for private
housing developments where
the camera eyes monitor all
traffic.
The home protection market
,s _·one of the nation's fastest
growing businesses . ' Three
locks on your apartment door,
an unlisted phone, and a peep
hole used to be the smart thing
in New Town, Chicago. But
you're not hip now without a
burglar device attached to your
phone as well.

Bullet-Proof Glass

Homespun Actuality

by Frank Shiras

Taxis
in
Chicago
got
During the youth stump· of
bullet-proof glass not very long
the sixties, one common cry
ago to separate passenger from
was beware of a police state
driver. The CT A now accepts
instigated by the CIA . But the
only even c hange in its coin
actuality .will be much more
boxes. Lots of 1 ti ti e~l'➔ l_ pah
hopespun . The coming . police
Halloweed trick-oltl-eat:Yn3g 1~tb . •state w ill have few political
protect their children .
underpi rmings. 'Rather , its
Women across the country
prupose will be , protection
are banding · together into
from the potential enemy, your
karate cl ubs to fend off rapi sts.
neighbor. Instead of flashy FBI
Park rangers used to worry
t ypes stag i ng a national
mostly about animals. Now
takeov er , we can expect
they are more con cerned about
flat-foots of all description ~,

offering all kinds of intimate
surveillance, with a variety of
electronic hardware, on every
corner and doorstep.
· This will happen because we
want it to happen. We may not
desire a police state per se, but
we nourish that fear which
inevitably leady to a regime
dedicated to internal domestic
security. (What did you think
of the Nixon speech on crime?)
Article of Faith
We Americans never debate
crime-in-the-streets. It is an
article of faith . It doesn't make
any difference whether in
reality crime ·increases or
decreases, because the concept of pervasive crime has a
transcendental existence. (It's
almost a, " Hegelian Idea"
working its course through
society.) Put another way, the
idea of increasin-g crime exists
because we want- it to exist .
We accept all corroborating
eviden ce, and reject all
contrary ·evidence.
Not everyone thrives on thi s
fear and d istrust. The reasons
for the youth stump in this
country have been many,· but

Don't J.u sf Complain Do Something!
By Student Advisory Committee to Health Service Mary
Berg, Mary Pat Boyle, Steve
Shroyer, Dan Kolb
·
We have had a few meetings
with Marion Etten R.N .,
Co-ordinator of Health Seryice,
in whi ch we bring to her the
reports and " stories" of health
hazards and student health
needs.
We have seen a few things
already changed as a result of
our reports and suggestions,
and Mr. Crampton of Physical
Plant has been the most
respon sive to our reports. He
has DONE something about
our complaints and this is what
we wish the students wou Id do
DO SOMETHING abou t
problems, don't just 'complai n.

One of us did a random survey
of 38 fellow students and froni
the list of health and safety
ideas they gave it was obvious
that some of those students
never did anything about their
complaints. Li~e not even
reporting an overheating problem or no signs on bathroom
doors, or smelly sewage drains
or whatever, to the people who
coutd correct the problem .
A safety or health hazard
that goes unreported wi 11
NEVER get corrected. So report
your findings to the proper
department. You can · stop in
Health Servi ce and tell your
story, or Mr. Crampton's office,
o r Dean Pitts or Dean
Z immerm an. Anyone in . STUD EN T SERVICES is there to

help you make your school life
better.
And lastly - put your trash
in a trash can and get your
cigarettes off the carpeted
megaforms. Some of us are
interested in a grabage free,
burn free area to sit and talk .
There are plenty of waste cans
and ash trays. You know our
names. We are senators in
Student Senate trying to do a
job for all students . Talk to us
about the health service,
insurance, safety hazards and
any other health rel a't ed terns .
We will talk to Marion Etten
about it and get an answer.
The senate office is in E-205
(above the cafeteria) . Drop a
note, or drop in and tell your
story .

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
..eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

certainly one reason has been
to attempt to re-establish ·trust
in others . ,

counterweight against the
national attraction to a life of
fear. ,This insensate craving to
walk scared is at the very core
of our national personality .

lnterpiiet the World
The · prime function of
parenthood is to interpret the
world to one's .children : to tell
them what it's really like out
there. Parent's have been
telling their children that it's a
fearful world in which one's
potential enemy is the guy at
your elbow.
One aspect of the youth
revolt was a turning away from
this tutelage. A strong . current
in the whole commune-living, ·
herding, crashing, thumbing,
world-traveling, truck1n' lifestyle of so many young has
been to find trust in a World in
which they were· told there is
none.
But these kids t humbing
their way from L.A . to
Afgani stan are an instignificant

An Anxiety State
When occurring in an
individual, psychiatry calls
such fear an anxiety state in
which the patient is struggling
to control forbidden impulses.
the patient's fear, or anxiety,
arises . because of the imminent, moment-by-moment risk
that these impulses will burst
forth and become known to
others , whom the patient
expects to retaliate with
ferocity .
Is it at all valid to make an
analogy between the individual
an·d society? Is it possible that
deep within the mind of the
American Volk there are
impulses that it fears to give
exp-ression?

Speculation Not
Good Enough
The Council of Faculties, at
the Board •of Governors
Meeting on March 15, asked
that each president communicate with those on campus on
the status of FY7 4 Budget
partly because of the rumors
current on all campuses.
The budget recommend~d to
Governor Walker by the Board
of Higher Education was a bare
bones budget which perpetuated the inequities of FY72 and
FY73 for Northeastern . The
Governor's Budget askes the
BHE to
" reconsider its recommendations and resubmit affordable capital and operating
programs or responsible recommendations for financing those
increases which cannot be
supported within state funds ."
Though this message does
not make clear distinctions
between capital and operating
reductions there is the possible
interpretation that operation

budgets should increase by $20
million dollars instead on the
$70 million recommended by
BHE. The few pages in the
Budget in Brief (pages 10 and
11) and the few lines in ·the
Budget (page 441) are the only
sources of information any of
us have at present.
The questions raised by what
little we know are serious and
the possible implications are
grave for all institutions of
higher education in Illinois.
. However, speculation on the
basis of inadequate informa•
tion is not useful. I am sure
there will be, in the immediate
future, meetings with the staff
of the Board of Higher
Education and hopefully meet, ings with the Governor and his
staff. From these meetings
clear answers should emerge. 1·
will keep the community
informed as I get information
and schedule meetings as soon
as I have hard data or sooner if
there is the request for them.
J.M.S.

1.lbrory -Orlentatlon
Beginning March 2, 1973 brief orientation programs w ill be held
the first Friday of every mo nth in the Library. These sessions are
open to everyone on campus and are designed to familiari ze
members of the University with the Library's resources. Tours will
begin at 2:00 p.m ., and participants are requested to' assembl
near the globe in the main Readina Room area.

NEEDLEPOl~T-FREE LESSONS

Y AR N'N STUF F
3243 W. BRYN MAWR

warm ©lh 1.Englislf dining room

2727 W. HOWARD ST.-Chgo. 338-2166
8808 MILWAUKEE-Niles 298-2100
OPEN MON-SAT 11:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.

588-8663

.CREWEL

RUG~HOOKING
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION

MILL END CONE YARN 15 cents oz.
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E,R.A. To Open New Era
In Women's l(ights
Illinois citizens voted overwhelmin'g ly in favor of equal
· rights when they ratified our
new state constitution in 1970.The Illinois Bill of Rights,
Section 18, contains an equal
rights provision that is stronger
than the federal cons~itutional
a_mdenddmbent now_ berng dconsr ere
~cau_se rt exten s to ·
school drstrrcts and local
governments.
The fact that Illinois citizens .
are protected by their own
constitution in no way lessens
the importance of the federal
amendment which will insure
that all citizens of all states
will have the same assurance
of equal rights.
A vote against ratification of
t~e federal Equal Rights
Amendment this session will
.
h
h
f
b
e a vote against t e wis es o
Illinois citizens . If the Equal
Rights Amendment were to
lead to i;ill the frightening
consequences predicted by the
anti-ERA forces, these consequences would have been
evident in Illinois during the
past three vears .
·
· · - .
The following eight legislators have indicated they would
like to vote YES for the E~al
Rights Amendment, but t ey
have been swamped wi th
anti-ERA mail and need to
receive moral support from
their con st ituents.
In addition to writing tc

your own legislators, write ~o
these people and encourage
others in their district to do so.
They are with us. We must let
them know we are with them!
1st District _ R
J h
Edward Porter 1018 er
n
Rd., Evanston '(Rep.).
en an
3rd District - Rep. ·Virginia
B. Macdonald, 515 S. Belmont
Ave., Arlington Heights (Rep .).
16th District - Rep . .Roman
J. Kosinski, 5446 N . . Paris,
Chicago (Dem .).
17th District _ Rep. John F.
Leon, 1811 N . Tripp Ave .,
Ch
icago (Dem .).
31st District - Rep. Adeline
Jay Geo-Karis, 2803 Eshool
Ave., Zion (Rep.).
33rd District - Rep . Calvin
L-. Skinner, Jr., 275 Meridian
·
St. , takewood (Rep.) .
· · 40th . District _ Rep . James
· Philip, 488 - E. Crescent,
Elmhurst (Rep.) .
· 51st District - Rolland F.
Tipsword, 123 s. Washington,
-Taylorville (Dem .)

h -~

Write to them at their home
addresses or c/o State House,
Springfield, Ill. 62706. .
URGE NT! The following
eight legislators need pressure
n8w and for the next two
weeks . They are members of
the Senate Executive Committee. Please write, call o r visit
and URGE them to vote YES on
reporting the Equal ' Rights
~ Amendment resolution (SJR 13)

Fund Raising Carnival by A. Sue Straus

UNl's Day Care Center is
suffering from t he lack of
funds and is in debt to the
total of $600. To raise money
for the Center Paren ts of the
Day Care Center is sponsoring
a Family Fun Fai r, March 30, at
5:00 p.m . The festiviti es w i ll be •
held at the Un_icorn .
Dinner will be served at
5:00, 6:00 and 7:00. The meal
will consist of chi cken dinners
and drinks. Pri ces of the
dinners will be $1.75 for adults

and $1.25 for children.
At 6:30 a Children's Theatre
will perform . here will also bE.
a bake sale, booths, clown and
other entertainment. At 7 :30,
Don Kopping and John Shast a!
will perform .
If you are interested in
attending, tickets will be sold
at t he cen ter located in the
North Park Covenant.Church at ·
5250 N. Christiana. For more .
information on the festival or
to enroll your child .or children
call 588-7003.

Prof. Le(Ue to Autograph ·
New Book on Neal
- Th e re ' ll
be
a
big
s
autographing party at Beck's
Bookstore on Thursday, March
29 from 2-4:00 p.m . where
Prof. Benjamin Lease of UNl's
Engli sh Department, w i ll autograph copi es of hi s new and
well-received book, That W ild
Fellow John Neal.
The book , clealin g w ith the
life of one of Ameri ca's first
real men of I(t~rs has been
ext remely w e~,t~ers, ~i ved by
loca l revi ewers and by the
schol arl y journals.

•~TAMMTISCH ..

Sen d I e tt ers t o:
·tol S . f Id
prrng re ,

6;i~. ,

Pi'esent this Coupon at
anytime for one free

.

rnors

Senator William C Harris,
. Rep., 8th District.
.
Senator Edward McBroom,
Rep., 43rd District,
·
Senator Tom Merritt,
Rep.,
53rd District. ·
Senator Robert W . Mitchler,
.
Rep., 39th District.
Senator H oward· Mo h r, Rep .,
5th District.
Senator Jame·s ·c. s
oper,
Rep., 7th District.
Senator Hudson . R. Sours,
Rep., 46th District.
Senator Jack E. Walker, Rep.
10th District.
·

. the West Coast. It students
There. · are several positions
were interested in planning
open on the Commuter Cehter • · camping trips or bus trips, that
A . ..
Bo d St d ts
, ctrvrtres ar . u en . are - is another ·possible idea for the
invit~ to join tne . tra~eJ
travel committee.
committee, concert commitThe concert committee will
tee, performing ahrts, ushers,
be selecting next years rock,
publicity and t e organic
folk, and jazz programs, They
university. All students intferpublicize the event and when
ested in plan11ing activities or
the performers come, its the
next . year are encouraged to
concert comm ·, ttee who helps.
sign_ up in · ~oom E223 or
them find the stage and
E20SN,
No ·experience is
generally act as host.
.
necessary, ·CCAB is looking for
The perform·,n- g a-rts commitpeople who ·are really interesttee ,•s d·,gg·rng .·rnto. dance, .
ed in planning -fun activities
theatre and classical music,
and making sure th ey are
This . group is · looking for loca_ I
successful.
b
Chicago talent as well as rg
The travel committee will be
name traveling compar:,ies.
choosing among several trips
to Europe, Mexico, Hawaii, and

AH College Conference
Coming Here
Northeastern's Student Sen- to mention the new President
in September, Northeastern
ate voted last Thursday to
should take some time off from
initiate preparations to hold an
the routine to step back and
All· College Conference here in
get reacquainted with itself."
· September.
The Conference would entail
Senator Cathy Jones, who
two days of " no classes" in late
made the motion, said that she
September where various
felt this year s Conference
dep'artments,
administrato'rs,
could be modeled after the
.
committees,
representatives,
one held in 1969. At the
and people get together to air
meeting she explained the
their greviences about UNI , as
rati onale:
" With the two new build- well as propose plans for
constructive direction .
ings, two more going up (the
Commuter Center and the
" For example," she stated,
Library) , the probable acquisi- " It is fairly well rumored that
tion of the Parental School and Northeastern will get th e
land, the mounting transporta- Parental School this July. Aside
tion problem , and the possible from the obvious fun ction of
turnover of Adm inist rators, not th e confe rence t o info rm
"BLUE CROSS CARDS ARE HERE AGAIN SONG OF CHEER AGAIN"

LETS SING A

The long awaited Blue Cross/Blu.e Shield Student
'Identification cards are available for pick-up by students in
Health Service.
Not only are the 400 cards for new subscribers in Jan. 1973
waiting, but there is an equal number of cards left over from
September, 1972 that students never claimed.

refreshments will be ser\(ed ,
and everyone is invited to .
meet Prof. Lease and his new
book.

Check your- wallet!!! If you have no Blue Cross I.D. card and
paid the Health Fee in September and January '."'"' then you
should drop in to Health Service and pick it up. Just show
your UNI student I.D. card.

students of the purchase, I .
believe that students and
faculty could get together in
groups to discuss the possibilities of student involvement.
For example, Biology students
could get credit for experimenting in farming techniques,
or Sociology and Psychology
students could get credit for
working w ith the students at
the Parental School. The
possibi lities for expansion of
student and faculty creativity
in dealing with what we have,
or - will have seems to be
infinite."
The Committee for the All
College Co nference will hold
its first meeting Wednesday,
April 4th at 2:00 in the Student
Senate office (E-205S) . Students, Facu l ty, St aff , and
Admi~istrators interested in .
participating in the planning
are encouraged to attend .

OPENING SAT.
MARCH 31st

c,A~
JPOtrTJO~I

trips:

U.S. A.
BAGGIES - PLEATS
BIG BELLS - CUFFS

CHICAGO LON DON - .f>1Q 9 .
may 20 - j u ly J,3

C HICAGO -- LONDON - $2:JG.

iune 12 5053 N. Lincoln Ave . .

State

fir

Every W ednesday 8 p,m.

ERNIE'S PALM LOUNGE

Plan A .Con,cert
Trip . ..

· out t>f committee.

C
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SWEATERS*JACKETS
SUEDE * LEATH ER

BARGA INS
GA LORE

1031 DAVIS
EVANSTON
Sat. 10-9

stein of beer.

Sun. 12-6
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On Ken Davi s
Dear Edilor:
If ever t here wa s a
malevolent journalistic genie
that h<M!rS over an individual ,
it must be the one that perches
over that i.m pish, shou ldershrugging soul - Ken Davis.
. Twice I have had someth i'ng
to say about him and on ce my
rem arks on his leaving PRINT
were lost when someone stole
our dedt; and in th~ last issue
my few remarks w ere com pletely tgn0red by the printer.
What I had to say about the
effervescent Mr. Davi s w ent
som~thing like this : Ken took
over the PRINT reins when all
the horses were go ing lame; we
were in a bad way .· But Ken
had ideas; he was inventive; he
asked 1B1usual and controversial people to write for the
paper; he changed the format;
wrote thoughtful, provocative

editori als; and put in at least
forty hou rs a w eek just goin g
back and forth to the pri nters.
(He also suffers fool s gladly,
wisely, because for th ree years
he listened to all my old sea
stories, (TC-stories, and journalism stories , and he usu ally
checkled. Fi rst, of course, he
would retch and t he last thi ng
he would do was to cat alog
them and remind me I'd
al ready told that story.)
What was most pleasing,
though, in working with Ke n
was to take in hi s joyousn ess,
hi s grasp' of t he comic side of
life, his good humor and high
spi rits. He was and is a deli ght
to be arou nd, and he's one of
the few -truly zany peopl e t his
side of Dover now that S. J.
Perelman has taken off for
England.

E. M. Liebow

t **************,plc***************************J

I e ditorial I
BOYCOTT MEAT APRIL 1-7
PRINT supports the nationwide meat boycott on the first seven days of April.
Besides, hopefully, having an effect on meat prices the boycott is a good political exercise; for it gives people a sense of working together and shows them that they can have
power and mak~ decisions.

MEET TH E CAN DIDATES
UN I stu<tents will have excellent opportun ities in the next two weeks to question
6 of the 7 men that are being considered for the office of President of Northeastern.
Each candi'date will appear in the North Dining Hall (see schedule on page 1) where
any interested student may ask questions of him. PRINT hopes s,uctents will take advantage of this opportunity to throw their weight around; because in this open ,quest ioning it will be clear to all where the candidates stand ori issues concerning students, and
any candidate who comes off bad would have a hard time getting the job. ·

letters

\

Hoping you will -be able to
people was jus' burnt out.
attend this dinner and share a '
Kinda like where they been
relaxing even ing with your
sendin' them there V.I.S.T.A .
•fellow col leagues and friends I
persons . W e did stuff like dear
am
'
roads and build a barn .
Gol-ly, I reckon them folk
Sincerely,
Refening to the article in the experimental .programs for t his- never did get over our hair an'
Michael
J. Belica
ideas 'n all ,, but they sure were
March 15, 1973 issue of PRINT university are run , for the most
· President, Northeastern
Dear Colleague :
much obliged for our help.
by Andie Dubnick, there is a part, by volu nta ry fa c u lty
Chapter, Phi
Del t a
The Classroom Building w ill
One o' them small Catholi c
point lhat needs emphasizing ass istants. Fi nally, sin ce t here
Kappa
be off ic ial ly ded icated on
churches put us up in a ol'
are not many faculty who care
because it hurts deeply the
Monday, April 2nd at 3:00 P.M .
convent an' a mobile home.
educational process .at · UNI.
to gi v e th e ir time , th e
Governor Walker has indi cated
We all kicked in fer grub, an'
The point is that a facult),
programs are run and the
that he wi ll be attending the
cooked us up a storm .
member's whole worth at this independent stud ies are superDear Editor :
dedication .ceremonies.
Yeah, well were gonna be
institution is based (as far as I vised by very few. The students
Also
on
Monday,
April
2nd,
doin'
it
again.
We's
a
been
and
the
ad
ministration
have
a
can tell) on his "credit hour
I would like to thank you for
the education forum has
sendin' letters all over Kintucky
respon sibility to each other to
production."
printing my rebuttal o n page
arranged to have Dr. Robert
ta parish priests askin' if they
look at faculty activities and
Credit hour production is
two in the PRINT issue of 21,
Rosenthal , aut hor of Pygmacould use us ta al levi ate some
find out who are contributing
measured on the number of
M arc h.· However, t here · were
lion in the Classroom, on hand
sufferin' . Maybe we cou ld
to the edu cation al aims of this
students in a class multiplied
two important errors. ·The f irst
fo r an
address
entitled
teac
h
some
readin'
'
n
writin'
insti
tution
and
who
are
not,
by the number of hours that
is in column two, eight lines
" BEYOND PYG MALI O N I N
or somethin' ' like that there.
and then put pressure on those
cl ass ~ts in a week . The
into the new paragraph . lt ,
TH E CLASSROOM " . The adW e' re ju s' sta rt in ' ta get
credit hour production for a who are not. And they mu st
states,
" Obviously, we kn ow
responses now an' it looks like .dress wi ll begi n at 8:00 P.M. in
cl ass . of 25 in a three hour work to get rid of the Great
not
from
where the guerrillas
Room
1-002
of
the
Classroom
we' ll be goin' down in car
course is 75. University fundin g Cred it Hour Production burden
origi nate." It should read:
Build
ing.
Following
the
adpools
an'
yer
mos'
likely
ta
be
that is draggi ng all of us under.
depends on tllis ·number. If
"Obviously, he knows not from
dress, there w ill be a reception
need in' a blanket or sleep in'
some faculty members are
Edward R. Maxwell
where. the guerrill as origi nate."
for
Dr.
Rosenthal
in
the
dining
bag
ta
sleep
in.
So
far,
there's
und erproducin g, th e n t he
area located on the lower leve l
It makes no sense at all to say
10 place defi nite yet, but we
fund i ng fo·r t he uni ve rsi ty
of the Classroom Bu ilding.
,hould have a town picked out
" we, " for in t he following two
decreases: i.e. if someone o nly
Refres hments wi ll be served .
real soon like. We're inviti n'
colum ns I attem pt to explai n
has 10 in a class, then his CHP Dear y'all,
Phi Del ta Kappa is hosting a ' just w here they come from .
y'al l over at Nort heastern ta
is 30 (which does not produ ce
A few years ago duri n' th'
'co m p any us fer a vi si t, · dinner in honor of both the
The second mistake is in
enough money from the state
sprin g semester break, ni gh o n
dedi cation of the Cl ass room
'specja
lly !h' faculty fo lk .
column three, line nineteen.
to support it.)
Building and Dr. Rosenthal at
Shu cks, we all m ight git help'd
Departmen ts avoid ind e- twenty of us Catho lic Studen t
That sentence is uni ntelligible
Center
folk
moseyed
down
the'
Bergmann's Restaurant, 6717
more
by
·them
po'r
ki
n
then
is
pendent stud ies because it
bec ause t he re is
abou t
a mite
N. Lincoln Avenue, Li nco lnwfs a helpin; them . Fer more
ru·ins credit hour produ ction . roa d sou th
one-and-one ha lf senten c es
parti'lars ri ng us up at 583-6109 wood, Illinois . All facu lty and
Fac ul ty members are d iscour- Vanceburg, Kintuc ky ta be
miss ing. It reads;
or stop by th' CSC at 5450 N. staff are invited to attend th is
aged from becoming invo lved exact. We heard that ou r sisters
These vari ous f ighting ordinner. Fri ends and spouses are
in PIE , etc. because the credi t 'n' brothers there yonder were
Kimball.
ganizations are seen t hrough
havin' a 's iderable problem .
also
invited
.
The
cost
is
$6.50
· hour produ c t i on for t he
The !own was real ly beat 'n the
per person (includes tax and
Much 'b liged.
department will go ·down. All
" These various fighting
gratui ties), and there wi ll be a
organization s are seen throu gh
cash bar.
Arab honor seemed irredeem3:00 P.M .
Dedication
ably lost, a small bandof
Ceremoney (Northeastern).
f ighters with primative weap4:00 P.M.
Conc er t,
ons, took up the f ight against
Edward Melkus (Northeastern) .
the victorious army."
5:30 P.M .
Coc k tail s
Staff: Arona Arbus, Cindy Ban, Barbara Deer,
Jane Green
Editor
It shou ld read as fo llow s;
(Bergman
n's)
.
John Demas, Andi Dubnick, Marnie FourManaging Editor
A. Sue Straus
" Th ese va r i o us fi g h t ing
6 :30 P.M .
Com plete
nier, Paul Froelich, Vito Gentile, Dave
Tony Kezele
Contributing Editor
organi zati ons are seen through
dinner, Sirl oi n of Beef .
Green,
Rita Harmata, Dan Herman, Cathy
Business Manager
8:00 P. M. - Ad dress by Dr.
Jim Feezor
A rab ey es as 'armies of
Jones, Brian Kilmnick, Joan McGann , Anj i
Rosenthal (Northeastern ).
libe rat io n and resi stance .
Bob Paprocki
News Editor
9:00 P.M. - Reception in
McElwain
,
Kathy·McGuinnes,
Susan
M
olnar,
Especially after 1967, . when
Joe Weinshenker
Features Editor
d ining area of Classroom Bl dg.
Arab honor seemed irredeemGreg
Ostro,
Linda
Ozag,
roseann
podraza,
Photography Editor
. Mark Anderson
ably lost, a smal l band of
:red Rachwal, Ray Worth, Joe Wynn,. CharChris Lubinecki
Sports Editor
Reservations fo r this hi stori c
fig
hters w it h pri mat ive weaplotte Yakimow. ·
evening · can be made by
Columnists:
roseann podraza • recipes
ons took up the fight against
calling (583-4050, ext. 8153) no
Paula Levy - " Pieces"
the victorious army.
later
than
12 :00
noo n ,
Keep up t he good work, I
Ely Liebow
Monday, March 26, 1973. The.
remai n,
$6 .50 per person w ili be
Sincerely yours,
payable at Bergmann's the
Ameeay l Naim an
night of the 2nd.

Classroom ,
Building·
Dedication
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East ~eets West Or Al Capone Is
Alive and Well Ond living in Israel
male, and as interested in us,
as we were in them . They
started off with a question we
were dying to answer, but it
was a little more complicated
than we thought.
Zev tried to explain that
there were gangsters all over
the country, not just in
Chicago. "Although in the
1930's,"J,e said, " Chicago was
a center for gangsters." After
we stopped laughing , Zev
carried
on
with
heroic
fortitude, saying that things
had changed, even though
there were still some gangsters
around controlling bus iness,
drug traffic and other sundry
areas.
One of the Arab girls cried
out in obvious concern , " How
can you live like that? "
Whereupon we tried to
convince her that it wasn't
exactly the way she pictured it
- which was probably pretty
awful , with people running
through trenches to get the
morning paper as Syndicate
bullets wh iz by their ears . In an
attempt, I'm sure, to clear up
the controversy, an Arqb
student mentioned that he'd
read a text book about Chicago
which stated that the city had
a great deal of natural beauty
which, "probably helps make
life peaceful" despite all the
Syndicate bullets.
My stomach, sort of, turned
over because these people
have more scenic beauty in
their city dumps than Chicago
has in all its parks put together.
Things definitely started to get
out of hand as everyone arose
at once to protest, lest we
leave the students with the
mistaken impression that the
polluted windy city is really
the Garden Divine of the
Midwest.
The teacher hammered on
the desk to calm things down,
and Babs went up to the
blackboard, to bring some
order out of the chaos . She
wanted to show that Chicago is
a big city, that the Mafia is not
the most overwhelmi_ng concern, and although there are

areas where crime is prevalent,
Indians and Puerto Ricans,
there are also quieter areas had begun a minute ago came
etc ., and on the top appear~d
pretty parts and ugly parts, but
. to a hushed stop, and the
by Paula Levv
the words : Big Businessmen
all part of the same city.
students turned to us expectand the President. A£ this, an
"It's not time for a change.
It was a noble goal destined
antly. "We're trying a lot of
amused chuckle swept the
." Cat Stevens
for disaster. Babs drew a map,
things," Mickey said slowly,
room and the Arabs exclaimed,
"But nothing seems to have ·
showing the city in rel~tio_n to
There are very few things
"Ahhh, Nixon."
the lake, and a certain
worked yet. "
that a person can count on in
Mickey continued . "The
neiJ;:hborhood in relation to the
But the girl was not satisfied.
this world, but one of them is
people on the bottom are
city. The neighborhood was
"Why do all the people elect
· that when you tell someone
' discriminated against, live in
Hyde Park. She got as far as
Nixc:>n again? Why don't you
you ' re from Chicago, he
overcrowded conditions and
explaining the Hyde Park is a
choose someone who wi II
immediately gets a glint in his
are frustrated . Especially,' when
well-to-do, racially mixed,
make things better?"
eye, points his index finger at
they are constantly reminded
intellectual area surrounded by
At that moment one of our
you and yells, "Bang, Bang!"
of all the things that they don't
Black ghettoes, that after 9
guides came in to usher us to
The variations of this little
have - like being so close to a
p.m . the white disappear from
another classroom. Mickey had
drama are endless . The finger
rich section like Hyde Park. So
the
streets,
that
her
house
was
done a superb job, but .this was
action may be a quick draw
the ones on the bottom often
robbed three times etc. The
more than he could handle,
from the hip, or a shakey
steal , kill and rape. . ." He
.excitement of the Arab
more than any of us co uld
repeatin g motion . Occasionally
wrote this list on the board.
students over this strange
handle. How could we make
someone will get carried away,
The students were all ears.
information could not be
them understand in a few
and use both arms as a
"And the people oh the top do
contained , and in a few
minutes the situation which
machine gun , with, of course,
the same thing . They rob the
seconds the conversation had
seemed obviously horrible and
appropriately violent sound
workers with taxes, kill mill ions
strayed far afield,, leaving
unjust to them , was · a normal
-effects . More genteel folk
of people with wars, and rape
Bab's point dangling in
state of affairs? Certainly
accomplish the act with a
whole countries ." He didn't
oblivion . Then Mickey spoke
nothing that most American
pointed raising of the eyebrow,
need lo
go
on.
They
up.
would
change presidents much
and a knowing reply of
understood.
The students' eyes brightenless governments over. How
recognition - " Ah, Chicago . . .
With a relieved grin, Mickey
ed, and they leaned forward
could we make them underAl Capone! "
·
prepared to drop the chalk and
intensely not to miss a word of
stand all the fears involved,
Thus, it was not too
return to his seat when .the
· what the only Black member'of
even in a few hours? We were
surprising that the first
frantically waving hand of an
the American group had to say .
helpless - maybe because we
question put to us when we
Arab girl caught his eye
" I' m not a sociology major or
.digbit Jpif~rstan.d it ourselves .
visited an Arab high school
"What," she inquired innocentanything," Mickey started ,
And what are we doing
English class was, "Why does
ly, "Are you doing about it?"
"But I couldn't let you walk
about it?
Chicago
have
so
many
The animated discussion, that .
out of here with the impression
gangsters?"
you're getting of Blacks." He
The school was in a village
stopped.
with a population of 13,000
I held my b,reath and
Moslem, Christian and Druse
wondered how he would be
Arabs. It was an up and
able to explain the complicatcoming community with two
available to, "see where it
ed mess of American society,
new schools in the process of
. goes". With this thought in
by Bronstein
to people who cling to
being built, modern houses
mind I decided to go to the
As Northeastern continues to
every word, every idea, and
rising from among the ancient
first orientation session in the
grow under it's new role as a
made it a lasting memory, thriving University, the facilistone
buildings,
and
a
library.
simply because they had no
beautiful view of the Carmel
tncluding this reporter we
ties expand in both structure
basis of comparison . I wouldn't
were a total of five people, and
Mountains and the Mediterand services . With this thought
. know where to start, but
ranean coast.
we were fortunate enough to
in mind we decided to look in
Mickey did .
When our UNI group enteron our very own library and · be guided by no less thc!Jl. two
"Assume that there are two
librarians, who were totally
ed the tiny school yard, the
talk about some of their views
kinds of people," he said,
students poured en masse
willing to answer questions,
on expansion .
"Those who work and those
from their bright white washed
seemingly able and cooperaEarlier this month, I spoke
who don't." Taking a piece· of
classrooms and hung over the
tive, and generally friendly and
with Mrs. Sophie Black, acting
chalk, he drew a large square
wrought iron balconies, staring
helpful, · even to a questioning
Head Librarian, on such
with three sections. The top
reporter.
at
the
Americans
with
subjects as the new Library
and bottom sections were
amazement. As soon as we
The orientation takes about
Building, the student orienta- .
small, the middle was very
an ~our, is conducted strictly
tramped into the English class,
tion sessions the Library is
large. "Those who work are in
by professional librarians and
the students with typical Arab
holding the frist Friday of each
the middle, and they support
is very thorough . You are
hospitality jumped up· to offer
month and expanded library
the people who don't work shown, as we were, where
us their chairs and went to
hours.
on the bottom and the top."
search for more. They were
Mrs. Black emphasized that everything is and how everyIn the bottom he wrote :
thing works . We were then told
about 18 years old, . mostly
many of the problems of the
Poor Black, Poor White,
that we probably would not
library can't be solved just yet
remember everything that was
because of the size and
discussed, and if we had any
location of the physical
questions or trouble finding
facilities . She says, however,
anything we should never be
that the librarians in the public
afraid to ask.
service area (et. al. periodicals,
Ambng the facts pointed out
reference, curriculum center,
" ASPECTS OF THE THEORY
government documents, etc.) was that while just about
OF NORTHEASTERN ," an Succeed in Linguistics Without
the program has been compileverybody knows that the
are aware that many members
entertaining multimedia slide- Really Trying."
ed from motion picture ,
Northeastern Library is a
of the community are still
As t he program opens the
musi c production , will be
television , and Bro adway
se le c tive U .S. and Illinoi s
overwhelmed by the enorm ity
pres~nted to the Northeastern aud ience w ill be bombarded
sc ores as: PETER GUNN ,
of t he materia l which the d ocu m e n t d e po si to ry (we
communi ty next Tuesday, April with sli des of ;:i cold and
DOCTOR DOLI TTLE , MY FJ\IR
select the documents we w ant)
library possesses , and yet don't
3, at 1 p.m . in t he small deserted college campus until
LADY, THE SW O RD IN TH E kn ow where to look for many
the li orary can get t hrou gh
auditori um (1002) of the new the music shifts to support
STON E, THE LI ON IN WIN TER,
Inter-library ldan any Federal ,
things . She says t hat many
classroom bu ild ing. The pro- shots of the peop le, hu st ling,
UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE,
St ate, Lo c al , o r priv ate
peop le are afrai d to ask for
gram has been photographed bust lin g, and ru shin g to the ir
ANNI E GET YOU R GUN , HOW
document in prin t. It was
informa tion .
and prod uced by li ngu istics favorite 8 a. m . class. The
TO SUCCEED IN BUS INESS,
pointed out however that while
It is for this reason the
students are di smayed by the
major John Barni tz .
TO SIR WI TH LOVE, and
this service is available to
librarians in the public services
Four hu nd red sl ides and professor's decision not to
GOODBYE MR. CHIPS .
everybody, it is generally not
have decided to hold tou rs of
twenty-four musical numbers lecture on En?lish Grammar
Among voices featured on
recommended for undergrads
the library . The librarians
but to teach the practical art or
c(eate an amusing candid
the soundtrack are Rex
because of the time factor
decided that 2 P.M. Fridays
representation of the rapport how to fly. The audience is
Harrison, Sheley Bermarr,
irivolved . (Usually a couple of
would probably be the most
among Northeastern faculty thereafter taken through a full
Gordon Jenkins, The Three suitable time for these tou rs, as
weeks or more) .
and students. The forty minute day of classes where it
Stoogs, Patti Page, Lulu , Ethel
The tours, going through
that seems to be the time when
program consists of a series of · experiences . the levity, the
Merman, Jerry Orbach, and
periodicals, microfilm, the
the library is least busy. Mrs.
·ru stration, the congeniality,
humorous yet real istic vignetBeatles.
.
Black points out that while stack area, documents, curri,he boredom, t he tears, and
tes of Northeastern education
Financed by the Linguistics this does fit in w ith the culum center, to name a few,
:he fu n of " do ing li nguistics."
from a li gui stics major's poi nt
Club, the production will be University's expansion, the
usually wind up back at the
The program concl udes satiriof vi ew .
sh ow n with no admi ss i o n need to have library o rienta- circulation desk. It seemed
cal ly as the word s are sung :
Some of the twenty sketc hes
charge. A second show ing may tion sessions has a lways
to be an orientation which
"Schoo l Days, Schoo l Days,
i nc luded in the mu si cal
also be arranged fo r 3: 00 in ex isted, and she says and t his is opened the eyes of all t hose
Never Let M e Go."
product ion are: " Anythin g You
Room 3-071 fo r · those wh o particul arl y tru e now w ith the involved (two fac ulty and t hree
" ASPECTS OF .THE THEORY . missed t he first one.
Can Do in Poetry," " Learnin'
expanded holdin gs and new students) and we wa lked away
My Latin," "Fractured Eng li sh OF NORTHEASTERN" is not so
The slides and music will machinery whi ch many people with the im press io n th at t he
Spelling," " Fly in g Students are mu ch about linguistics as it is
also be used to produce a don't know how to operate.
library staff truly enjoyed the
Da nge rous, " " Ani m al Com- about the people who like it.
a~ted television program to
opportunity of explai nin g their
She says that for thi s reason
Mu ch of the soundt rack of
munication," and " How to
be video taped next term .
they are makin g the service work to us.

Linguistic Aspects of UNI:
A Multi Media Production

First Stop - The Stacks
Library Orientation Tours
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Po~try Out Loud
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WRNE advisor. Ms. Martha
· Mroz was th~ winner.
Transistor AM radios were
offered as 2nd and 3rd prizes
in the contest. Second prize
winner was Anna Czajon, with
Frank Tiritilli taking the 3rd
prize .
Ten record albums were
offered as consolation prizes .
Winners were Paul Wolf,
Janice Knight, John Mokrowz,
Jan Cramer, Steve Siehr, Chris
Kalamatas, Marge Conley,

The drawing for WRNE's First
Contest was held last Wednesday, Mar.ch 21st at 12 noon in
front of
the
University
Auditorium . The drawing was
broadcast live by WRNE, with
Dave Merek of the station's
staff as MC.
The winning ticket for the
Grand Prize, a four-band
AM-FM-Shortwave portable
radio·, v.:as draw by Ken Davis,

•

.

I

•·

Arlette Como, Joan Conover
and Nancy Wilson .
, The proceeds of this contest
wiU be used for WRNE's new
studio, which will soon be
located at the site of the old
Book Nook in Room E-4 7 new
albums and additional sp~akers
for around the campus.
The staff of WRNE· would
like to thank all of those who
participated in
First Contest.

the

station's

Silence Is Golden
First he delights you with
"The Kite" and then " A Small
Cafe" among others is one of
his classics ''The Mask Maker"
(which has to be seen to be
appreciated). Later in the show
is the apearance of . his most
famous charactor, Bip. In 1947,
Bip was born . Bip was Marcels
creation done in white face,
wearing a striped pullover,
tight trousers and a battered
hat topped with a trembling
flower) .
Marcel communicates with
his audience in a way that
can't be matched . He can
perform in any country on the
globe and be understood
without a translator. Expressions and gestures are almost _
universal, therefore they need
no translation .
,When Marcel (as Bip) does
modern and future life, the
audience watches in awe as he
appears to facially change into
an ape (the excellent lighting
e~fects add spice ~o the show.)

by Joe Weinshenk~r
A hush falls over the crowd
as the curtain slowly rises. A
sharp round of applause fills
the air as a single figure on
stage becomes recognizable.
The world's greatest mime,
Marcel Marceau . Marcel will
be performing at the Civic
Theatre for the next three
_weeks .

The logo cards used to
announce each ·mime are
expertly handeled by Pierre
Verry.
Whether it is "The Mask
Maker" of " A Sunday Walk"
watching Marcel perform is a
sheer delight for all ages to
see.

POETRY OUT LOUD is a
recording group that have had
good expo~ure on radio but
this will be their first exposure
in a live performance in this
area. Peter and Patricia
Harleman (husband and wife)
record together, backing each
other up with voice innova_tions and electronics, using the
full range ' of multiple track,
echo,_repetition, chant, delay,
etc. In this way they compose
on the spot, functioning free·
from the written. word . They
will give a performance March
31st, (Saturday), at 8:00 pm, at
the Columbia College Coffee
House, 3252 N . Sheffield (the
UnCoffee House). Admission
free to the public, donation
only.
After some fiddling with
dials and mike connections,
the lights are put out and the
magic begins. Constantly weaving and interacting; creating,
modifying as they go along,
they work with .mikes and echo
chambers and Peter says they
can, when things are going real
good, 'make the earth stand_
still;'
Although the performance i:
the basic un it towards which

STEPOUT
IN STYLE!

, 3... 'i 'P S1l,,
'J'i:l

1s ,

Verde-Bass-Nunn Bush
Harbor-Frye-Clark-Dunham
Dexter-Zodiac
Clogs

a.:i,,d:

Sandals
Vibram Sole Boots
Clark Treks and Wallabys
Saddle Shoes
High-steppin' Heels

Jt0:R£

Gl iJs -

f5tJ ~
J,l ~oT 11.ao
10 fo,,

lfNX ~CORN

Dickens
Northeastern Illinois University Interpreters Theatre will
present " A Pi.ck (Wick) of
Dickens," 8 p .m., April 5, in
the Little Theatre on the
campus, Bryn Mawr at St.
Louis Ave . The chamber
theatre production of one of
the episodes in Dicken's
"Pickwick Papers" is open to
the public without charge .
Rosie Rees, 5658 North
Christiana, is the director.
Members of the cast are Roger
Nehring, 4850 West Hutchinson; John Gross, 1619 West
Morse; Kathie Foszcz, 263-1
Harding; Joyce DeAngelis,
3628 North Pacific, and Scott
Silver, 9101 Gross Point Road
Skokie.
'

by Joe Weinshenker

TXE if JLGES
G

What The

You'd Better Watch o ·u t
I Know Karate!

Gets 2'JU) JDui5A z:
~ '8

'Ppetry Out Loud' is directed
there 9-re also recordings, and ~
magazine of oral poetry, also
called ' Poetry Out Loud'
produced three times a year'.
For more information call Edith
Meinecke 6~7-5826.

SILVER
SHOES
.

FOR

MEN &

WOMEN

6648 N. Sheridan Rd.

At the end of January, the
Organic University started
offerin~ a course in self
defense in the evenings, once a
week in the gym annex.
The class is being taught by
two excellent instructors Vic
Reyes and Lee Darrow (both
black belts.)
Each week the students in
the class learn new techniques
to protect themselves against
thieves, muggers and rapists.
1,t's always nice to know how to
deal with people who are
annoying. Like friends who are
forever leaning on your
shoulder; or that one friend ,
who when he shakes your hand
gives your the ol' knuckle
cruncher. Or perhaps, you're
riding the C.T.A. and the
stranger next to you puts his
arm up on the back of the seat
and kind of puts his hand on
your shoulder. Vi c and L~e
teach you how to handle
yourself in these and other
situations.
Karate not only teaches you
how to defend yourself, but
instills confidence in you ,
teaches self-discipline, respect
and integrety. .,,,
If you like you can stop by .
and - visit the class and -see
what's happening or even join
in . That's every Wed nesday
night from 7-9 p.m . in the gym
annex.
One of the students now in
the class was pleased with the
course and explained why, " I
had the opportunity last week
to watch Vic teach at the dojo
{Karate school) where he is one
of. the instructors . I was
extremely impressed with the
style that he teaches (T ae
Kwan _ Do), and the way he
teaches. He is definitely an
exceptional teacher.
I've enjoyed studying under
both Lee and Vic, and I hope
that this class will be offered
again next tri-mester."
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Hanoi Visitor
-To Speak at UNI
Lillian Shirley, just returned from meetings in
Hanoi with North Vietnamese health officials,
will be the featured speaker at Northeastern for
"M.A .I. Day," on Thurs ., April 5. Ms. Shirley,
National Associate Director for Medical Aid for
Indochina, · will discuss health care in Vietnam
as well as the current controversy over U.S. aid
to the North at 1:00 in the Unicorn Coffeehouse
of the Classroom Building.
Sponsors for the fund-raising event (Peace
Council, Sociology Club, Young Independent
Democrats, Newman Club, and the Northeastern
Print) plan to donate all .proceeds to Medical
Aid for ldochina. Medical Aid for Indochina is a
national organization which delivers medical
supplies and equipment to civilian victims of
Am erican bombing.
Prior to Lillian Shirley's appearance, Steve
Packard will examine the importance of the
Vietnam War to the American public and will
discuss the roles of the media and the C.1.A. in
affecting public opinion about t he war. Mr.
Packard is the Chicago Coordinator for the
Indochina Peace Campaign and editor of The
Indochina Bulletin . He travelled to Paris last
summer to meet with Vietnamese delegates to
the "Paris peace talks. "
Two films will also precede Ms. Shirley.
"Medicine and War: The Struggle For Life In
Vietnam" is a slide presentation which contrasts
the emphasis on health care in the North anp
PRG (Provisional Revolutionary Government)controlled areas of the South with the near-total

absence of care in Saigon-controlled areas. "To
See Vietaam" is a filmed account of personal
interviews with survivors of American bombing,
taken during former U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark's visit to Vietnam in the summer
of 1972. Clark was branded a "traitor" by many
Republican s for describing his experiences to
the American public upon his return.
Additional "M.A. I. Day" activities include a
Vietnamese art and graphics display, literature
sales and distribution, and the sale of
homemade baked goods. The program · is
scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.m .
"Hopefully, the 'cease-fi re' has finally ended
U.S. bombing of Vietnam;'' explained Phil Mix~
M.A.I. coordinator at Northeastern, "but the ·
suffering of its victims will continue . Prior to the
'cease-fire,' American bombing destroyed
numerous hospitals and medical installations,
including the Bach Mai Hospital and Hanoi.
Bach Mai was the largest and best-equipped
hospital in the l''orth, until U.S.'carpet bombing'
completely dE)stroyed it during last December's
Christmas raids . Actually, Bach Mai was quite
comparable to Michael Reese in terms of
facilities and services. In Vie_tnam, however,
Bach Mai was unique."
While in Hanoi, Lillian Shirley discussed of
Bach Mai. Ramsey Clark, Abner- Mikva and
Julian Bond are among those now working with
M .A .I. to raise the $3 million necessary to
replace the hospital.

CASINO

NIGHTIIIII
On Wednesday, March 28
from 3 p.m .- 9 p.m., CCAB is
converting the UNI-Corn into
the FOUR ACES CASINO .
Stakes are high! Chips-10 for
50c and 21-$1 .00. All you
hustlers, che.ats, · and card

OPENING SAT.
MARCH 31st -

sharks, better be ready for a
real wild night!
It'll be just like Jackson Hole
Wyoming was in the old Wild
West . Those saloons were
really swinging places in the
gold rush days! There will be
honky tonk piano complete
with a honky piano player,
some far out saloon girls, and
some real potent root bear!
All the old favorite games
such as 21, craps, blackjack,
and roulette will be there to
satisfy your uncontrollable
urge to gamble! There will be
other games, the nature of
which we will not reveal
now! !!

Benefit Concerts ·
Coming To UNI ·
Don Kopping & John ·
Shasta! will be performing a ·
benefit concert Friday,
March 30, 1973 at 7 :30 p.m.
in aid of the day-care
center, in the UNI-corn
coffee shop. Help the kids!
On Thursday, April
1973, they will perform
electric benefit concert
MAI,
(Medical Aid
lndo-China) Day.
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Steve Connor
Does Gig For Newman " Last summer I rode around
the country in a boxcar with
Merle Haggard and Johnny
Cash ." - Steve Connor
While the words that come
out of his speaking mouth
must be taken tongue-in-cheek,
guitar strummer Steve Connor's
musical ability is one that
cannot be ignored . People at
Northeastern still remember his
two fine performances at the
Unicorn Coffee House. His
vocal range was later classified
as the mix from Jonny Cash to
Jim Morrison to Elvis Presley to
Neil Young.
A few people have asked for
some background on Steve so
we compiled a short history :
It started about 5 years ago
in Arizona when Steve worked
as a cowhand. He always liked
to play the guitar and sing so
he left sunny Arizona for smog
filled California. For a while
Steve worked as a convention
set-up man in San Diego, then
later moved on to Los Angeles
to play surfing music. After
working in various coffee
houses there, he went east to
Chicago. The Chicago scene
itself, while leaving much to be
desired, didn't discourage him .
For 2 years he kicked with
various Waukegan Soul Bands
and with a few rock and jazz
ensembles. All of a sudden
things started to jell for Steve .
After playing innumerable Cub
Scout and church social
functions, Steve came to
Northeastern and was discovered by UNI Newman Club,
where he played 2 consecutive
. gigs in the Corn Cellar C9ffee
I.
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"The most tantalizingly subtle film I've seen

,0f Bergman's. An unforgettable experience."
- -Mary Knoblauch, Chicago Today
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Now, the point of all those
words is to announce the
return 'o f Steve Connor to the
Corn Cellar Coffee House,
Friday March 30, at 7:30 p.m . ·
This is a benefit for the UNI
Newman Club. Steve says,
"The reason I'm playing this
benefit is because Newman is
d~ing a lot of work that I t hink
should be continued, like Bail
Bond, . Big Brother, Pro-Life,
etc. "
The donation for the coffee
house is $1 .00 for music,
cookies , bad coffee, and a lot,
of fun .
Remember the time is 7:30
p.m . on Friday, March 30. The
address is 5450 N: Kimball..

Reading Lectures
Scheduled

MATINEES TODAY & TOMORROW ONLY

(highest rating) 'Cries and
Whispers' is like no movie Ingmar Bergman
has made before. It is hypnotic, disturbing,
frightening."
-Roger Ebert, Sun-Times

House. He was then invited to
play at the new Uni-Corn
Coffee · House
his first
performance was so good, that
he was asked to make a return
performance. At this point in
Steve's young career, he was
hired to play at the Uncoffee
House of the Chicago Free
Theatre where he now has an
open invite to return any time
he wants. Since that time,
Steve has played at: The
Nippersink Manor Resort, The
Grape-Orange in Deerfield,
We-Ours Coffee House in
Deerfield, Grant High School,
just to name a few .
Steve lives a very simple life
style, and has a very simple
music philosophy :
" I play songs that I enjoy
hearing; a lot of early 1960's,
AM Radio Top 40 Root Music
and a lot of ,nsipid English ·
oldies ."
_
Thus ends the hi story of
Steve Connor according to St.

Dr. Ahmed A. Fareed has
announced a series of lectures
on READING sponsored by
Northeastern Illinois University's Reading Center. Four
nationally reputable authorities
will be the guest speakers
during the months of MarchJune, 1973:

Tuesday, March 27, · 1973_
Topic: "Teaching Reading as a
Psycholinguistic Process .
Speaker: Dr. Kenneth Goodman, Professor of Reading,
Wayne State University.
·

Thursday, April 5, 1973 Topic : "The Cloze Procedure
with emphasis on its Usa_ge in
Teaching Reading,,. Speaker:
Dr. John Bormuth, Professor of
Reading, University of Chicago.

Wednesday, May 23, 1973 Topi c: " Selected Recent Research on Reading". Speaker:
Dr. Helen Robinson , William S.
Gray Professor Emeritus in
Reading, University of Chicago.

Monday, June 11, 1973 Topic: "Implications of the
Miscue Theory". Speaker: Dr.
William Page, Professor of
Reading, University of Chica.go.
All lectures will be held in
the Science Building, Room
S-102 at 7:00 p.m . After each
lecture, discussion and a
question-answer period will
follow.
Everyone is invited to hear
the speakers, participate in the
discussions, and have a chance
to see and talk to these leaders
in the field of reading.

- -·
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Try it
~reetmgsi I have a ·real treat
in store for you this week - a
whole page of bread recipes.
Making bread , I feel , is very
important to know . when
starting to bake . Looking over
several different rec ipes on
bread , I finally, decided to
share w ith you , the recipes
from Fleischmann's New Treasury of Yeast Baking. I
d iscovered Fleisc hm ann's recipe to produ ce the easiest and
best tasti ng bread I've made.
Inclu ded with my detaj led
i ll ustrat io n s on t h e Whi te
Bread recipe will be two more
bread reci pes and a one bowl
dinner ro ll s recipe .
I hope you' ll enjoy t hese
recipes .

28, March, 1973

• • •

Spreading the dough
form second loaf. Place on
large greased baking sheets.
Beat together the remaining
egg yolk and cold ·water; brush
loaves with egg mixture .
Sprinkle with poppy seeds. Let
rise, uncovered , in warm place,
free from draft, until doubled
in bulk, about an hour.
Bake in hot oven (400 F.)
abo1:1t 30 minutes, or until
done. Remove from baking
sheets and cool on wire rac ks.

out onto the lightly floured
board . Cover t he dough and let
rest for 15 minutes. Di v ide t he
doug h in half and shape into 2
loaves. Place the loaves into 2
greased 8 ½ x4 ½x2½ inch loaf
pans. Cover the loaf pans and
let rise in a wa rm place, free
from draft, until t he loaves
double in bul k, fo r about a
hour.
Bake in hot oven around 400
F. about 25 to 30 m inutes, or
un t il done. Remove the loaves
from t he pans and cool on w ire
racks. (7).
ONE BOWL CHALLAH :

WHITE BREAD:

5½ to 6 ½ cups unsifted flour
3 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt
1 pckg. Fleischmann's Active
Dry Yeast
1 ½ cups water
½ cup milk
3 tablespoons Fleisc hmann's
Margarine
Take out a large mixing bowl
and thoroughly m ix 2 cups
flour, sugar, salt and undissolv- ·
ed Fleisc hmann's Active Dry
Yeast.
(1' Combine water, milk and
Fleischm ann's M argarin e in a
saucepan. Heat over low until
liquids are warm . The margarin e does not need to melt.
Gradu ally add the liquid t o dry
in gredients, (2) and beat for 2
minutes at m edium speed with
a elect ric mixer, (3) scrapin g
t he bowl occasionall y, (4) add
¾ cup flour, or enough to ·
make a thi ck batter. Beat at
high speed for 2 m inutes,

scraping the bowl occasionally.
Stir in enough additional flour
to make a soft dough . Turn out
onto a lightly floured board (It
is better to use board instead
of wax paper because the
paper moves and it is hard to
knead.) Knead the dough until
it is smooth and elastic, for
about 8 to 10 minutes. (5"7)
Place the dough into a greased
bowl, turning to grease the top.
Cover and let rise in a warm
place, free from draft, until the
dough doubled in bulk, about
1 hour.
When the dough is doubled
in bulk, punch it down; turn

makes 2 loaves ·
4 ½ to 5 ½ cups unsifted flour
2 tablespoon s sugar
1 ½ teaspoon salt
1 pgk . Flei chmann's Active Dry
Yeast
1/J cup softened Fleischmann's
Margarine
1 cup very hot tap water
Pinch saffron
4 eggs (at room temp.)
1 teaspoon cold water
¼ teaspoon poppy seeds
In a large bowl thbroughly
mix 1 ¼ cups flour, salt, and
undissolved Fleischmann's Act ive Dry Yeast. Add softened
Flei schmann's Margarine.
Gradually add very hot tap
water to dry ing~ed ients and
beat 2 minutes at medium
speed of ele c tri c mixer,
sc raping b o wl o cc asi onally .
Add 3 eggs , 1 egg white and ½
cup flour, or enough flour to
make a thick batter.
Beat at high speed 2
minutes, scraping bowl occ asionally . Stir in enough
additional flour to make soft
dough. Turn out onto lightly
floured board ; kn ead until
smooth and elasti c, about 8 to
10 minutes. Pl ace in greased
bowl, t urning to grease top .
Cover; let ri se in warm pl ace,
free from d raft , unti I doubl ed,
about an hour.
Punch dough dow n; turn out
o nto lig ht ly f loured board .
Divide dough in half. Form ½
of dough into a 12-in ch roll;
cut into 6 equal pieces . Roll
each piece into a 14-inch rope .
Place the 6 ropes side by side
and seal together at the
farthest end. Shape - loaf as
follows: 1. Bring up and
diagonally cross the outer 2
ropes so that the right rope
goes over the left rope . 2. Cross
the outer right rope (formed by
Step 1) back down over 2
ropes. 3. Cross the second from
the left rope back down over 2
ropes. 3. Cross the second from
the left rope back down over 2
ropes. 5. Cross the second from
the right rope over and up to
the extreme left.
Repeat the shaping pattern
from Step No. 2 until all the
dough is used. Seal ends
securely together. Repeat with
remaining piece of dough to

one bowl
BREAD

white

salt-FREE

2 ¾ to 3 ¼ cups unsifted flour
1 tab lespoon S,gar
1 pkg. Fleisc hm ann's Active
Dry Yeas t
1 cup very hot tap water
2 tab lespoons Pl anters Peanut
O il
In a large bowl , thoroughly
. mix 1 cup fl our, ·sugar and
undi ssolved Fl eisc hm an n's · Active Dry Yeast.
Graduall y add -very hot tap
water and Pl anters Peanut Oil
to dry in gredi ents and beat 2
minutes at medium speed of
electri c mixer, scrapin g bowl
occasionally . Add ¼ cup flour,
or enough flour to make a
thick batter. Beat at high speed
2 minutes, scraping bowl
occasionally. Stir in enough
additional flour to make a soft
dough. Turn out onto lightly

floured board ; knead until
smooth and elastic , about 8 to
10 minutes. Place in greased
bowl , turning to grease top .
Cover; let rise in warm place,
free from draft, until doubled
in bulk, about 45 minutes.
Punch down dough; turn out
onto light ly floured board .
Shape ,into a loaf and place in
greased 9x5x3 in ch loaf pan.
Cover; let ri se in w arm place,
free fro m draft, until doubled

in bulk, about 45 minutes.
Bake in hot oven (400 F.)
about 30 minutes, or until
done. Remove from pans and
cool on wire racks .
ONE BOWL DINNER ROLLS

Makes 2 or 3 dozen rolls
2 ¾ to 3 ¼ cups unsifted flour
¼ cup sugar
½ teaspoon salt
1 pkg . Fleischmann 's A ctive
Dry Yeast
5 tablespoons softened Fl eischm ann's M argarine
2/1 cup very hot tap water
1 egg (at room temp.)
M elted Fleisc hm ann's M argarin e.

PARKERHOUSE ROLLS: Divide dough in half. Roll each
half into a ¼ inch thick circle.
Cut into roun ds with a 2½ inch
biscuit cutter. Crease each
round with dull edge of knife
to one side of center.· Brush
each round to w ithin ¼ inch
of the edges wi th melted
Fleischm ann's M argarin e. Fold
larger side ,over small er so
edges just meet. Pin ch w ell
w ith f in gers to seal. Pl aced -on
greased bak ing sheets so roll s
are almost touchin g.
CURLICUES: D iv ide dough
into 2 or 3 equa l pieces .* Roll
out eac h piece in to a 9x12 inch
oblong. Brush generously w ith
melted Fl eisch man n's M argarine. Cut into 12 strips (about 1
in ch w ide) . Ho ld o ne end of
each stri p f irmly and w ind
dough loosely to fo rm coil ;
t uck end f irmly undern eath .
Pl ace on grease d b akin g
sheets, about 2 inches apart.

In a large bowl thoroughly
mix ¾ cup flour, sugar, salt,
and undissolved Fleischmann's
Active Dry Yeast. Add softened
Fleischmann ' s Margarine .
Gradually add very hot tap
water to dry ingredients and
beat 2 minutes at m ed ium
speed of electric m ixer,
scraping bowl occasionally . .
Stir in enough additinal flour
to make a soft dough. Turn out
onto lightly floured board ;
knead until smooth and elastic,
about 8 to 10 minutes. Plac~ in
greased bowl , turning to grease
top . Cover; let ri se in a warm
place, free fro m draft, until
doubled in bulk , about 1 hour.
Punch dough down ; turn out
onto li ghtly floured board .
Proceed according to direction s (below) for desired shape.
Cover; let rise in warm place,
free from draft, until doubled
in bulk , about 1 hr.
Carefully bru sh roll s with
melted Fleischmann's Margarine . Bake in a hot oven (400
F.) about 10 to 15 minutes, or
until don e. Rem ove from
baking sheets and cool o n w ire
racks.

4AC
CASiN

PRETZELS: Divide dough into 2
or 3 equal pieces .* Then divide
each piece into 12 pieces . Roll ,
each into a pencil-shaped
16-inch roll. Shape into
pretzels and place on greased
baking sheets, about 2 inches
, apart.

*Div ide dough into 2 pieces to
make fa mily-size roll s _or divide
into 3 pi eces to make smaller
dinner roll s.

OPENING SAT.
MARCH 31st
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ij:usain: A Teacher Who Can Draw A
Full Class and Keep Them Returning
by Rita Harmata
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He/pl Help! The Globolinks I
Chicago, Illino is, March 9, 1973 - The Northeastern Illinois
University Opera Workshop will present Gian Carlo Menotti's
" Help, Help the Globolinks," 8 p.m ., April 5 and 7, in the
auditori um of the university, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave. General
admission is $1 .75. Student admission is $1 . Tickets will be
available at the door.
Thi s opera by Menotti, who perhaps is best known for hi s
"Ahmal and the Night Visitors ," was first performed in 1968. It
concerns Globo! inks, who invade the earth from outer space
conversing in electronic bleeps and whirling dizzily; Emily, a
school girl, who is lost in Globolink territory, and Emily's
classmates and their teachers who set out to rescue her. The only
defense against the Globol inks is music.
The opera is a joint effort of the music, drama, and dance
departmen ts of Northeastern . Marcia Lewis, 9630 West Higgins
Rd ., Rosemont, is director. The Beth Israel Children's Choir
directed by Judith Karzen and an offstage band directed by John
Carsello, 5441 N est Agatite Ave ., also are involved in the
produ ction .
Du rward Redd, 5100 Marine Dr., is set designer: Tankya De
Havi~, 6930 South Oglesby, choreographer; Mark Anderson, 2034
Leland , stage manager; Cary Northington Sisk, 1353 West
Gran vi lle, and Fran Christenson, Evanston, pianists.
Cast members are Doug Hubbard, 2206 Goebert Rd ., Arlington
Heights; Susan Klein, 3823 Greenleaf, Skokie; Chuc Cincotta, 5401
West M onroe; Marcia Lysandron-Murphy, 4134 N. Mason ; Carl
Johansen , 554': North Spaulding; Rich Piskator, 4849 North
Demi ng; Rick Rettich , 9628 South Yates; M ichael Lanz, 2816
North Ki lpatrick, and Brenda Pastin , 5727 North Washtenaw.
Dancers ar M ild red Reyes, 6235 North Gl enwood; Darl ene
Susan Wise, 6220 Wes t Giddings; Barbara Henderson , 1323 W est
Byron; Jude JaYu bow ski , 2539 North Springfield; Lyn n Uchida,
2718 West Lela•1d; Anna Czajun , 2150 West Superior; Tonkya De
Havi a, 6930 Suuth Oglesby, and M arcy Lynn Sala, 9400 North
Lotus, Skok ie

What happens when a class
has
no
maps?
In
the
George-Carlin-hippy-dippyweatherman style - close your
eyes and imagine it! Or use
one of the w all sections to
represent a country, as the
instructor in the creation of
Bangla Desh did . That was the
first day of what led to many
more free and ·lively classes .
Who is t his teacher that can
draw a full class · and have
them return again and again?
Dr. Asad Husain of the
Politi cal Science Department.
Dr. Husair ~ was born in
Patna, the capital city of Bihar,
a state SA- India, near NepaL
He received his first master's
degree in the literature of
Urdu, one of the languages of
Indi a, and also worked on a
w eekly newspaper in Urdu,
eventual ly becoming its editor.
In 1954, he received a
Fulbright Grant to -come to the
United States. Admitted at
both
the
University
of
Michigan and the University of
Minnesota, he choose Minnesota. Dr. Husain wrote several
articles on India and the
United Nations in the daily
student newspapers - one of
the best university papers in
the country. He received a
Master's degree in journalism
at the University of Minnesota
in 1956, under such famous
professors as Dr. Caesy and Dr.
Nixon
specia li sts
in
international commu ni cation.
Another degree followed in
International Relations. 1954 to
1961 wa s spent at the
University of Minnesota, and
the following year at Winona
State College as assistant
professor. Then , on a Ford
Foundation Grant, he began
work on his doctoral dissertation , spending 2 years in India,
Nepal, England , researching
the· National Archives, other
state archives, and unpublished foreign office information
in Nepal. Because of this, he
now possesses 5 to 6 thousand
pages of photographed documents in his own personal
collection . The dissertation
w as published as a book
British India's Relations with
The Kingdom of Nepal ,
published by Allen and Unwin
at the end of 1970. It took Dr.
Husain only 7½ months to
complete the book . Upon
retu rn , he was offered a
post-doctoral fellowship again
in Nepal for 1 year, including

an 11 stop tour of Hawaii
Japan, the , Phill1pines , Thai~
land, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Burma, India, Pakistan , Nepal,
and the Middle East. Dr.
Husain has been around t he
world twice - but never ·stays
m hotels ;or motels - always
with friends, which he has all
over the globe. When traveling, he doesn't go as a

sightseer, but as a comparative
studies observer. Appreciating
the villa!le life, he likes to see
the life of the common people,
the villager. From his travels,
· Dr. Husain has collected over
600 slides .
In 1966, he was offered a job
at Kansas City State College to
develop an Asain studies
program . Three years la'ter,
when Dr. Husain was here in
Chicago visiting a friend at
NIU, he began talking with Dr.
Welty of the Asian studies
department and was offered an
interview for a job here.
Dr. Husain describes Asian
studies at NIU as a " unique
situation", in which general as
well as spec ific courses are
offered , presenting the student
with a wide variety of
situations. His own philosophy
of education is to make the
clas s loose and lively, having a
clear understanding between
student and teacher, and a
realization that teachers were
stud e nts once , too. Not
worried about good students
(they' ll usually do w ell whether
motivated or not), Dr. Husain
is concerned with weak or
average students who need a
stimulus to keep them going.
Studyin g, readin g,
and
teaching are Dr. Hu sain ' s
hobbies as well. He loves both

his· students and hi s profession .
Three . to four thousand books
complete his personal collection . An avid reader, he'll
usually be glanci ng over
something walking down the
hallway .
Dr. Husain 's lu cky year was
1969. Bes ides begi nning at
NI.bl, he married. In India, 90%
of the marriages are still made
by parent's, choice. Thi s, Dr.
Husain wouldn't agree to . So,
while back in India over
Christmas vacation , he met
" the one." They were married
the day after Christmas, and
had a son last year. They live
wi th i n walki ng distance-a
minute or so - from the school
primari ly because Dr. Husai~
likes to stay till late in the
evening and even on weekends
working in his office.
Dr . Husain incorporates
these successful travel and
personal contact rules :
Don't hold inhibitions - It's
great to argue, but don't
condemn anyone.
Don't be afraid to take
corrections or be found wrong
--:- no one knows everything.
Dr. Husain see's the main
differnece between the U.S.
and Asia in America's time and
money for foresight
of
problems before they get to
the irreparable stage. • While
80-90% of the m iddle class live
c omfortabl e in
Ameri ca
there's barely 10% of t h~
middle class living comfortably
in Asia. And while Asia's
history has deep, unbreakable
roots , America has no in hibitions about changing, because
of the short past. " With every
step Americans take, they
change the nation," commented Dr. Husai n.
This semester, Dr. · Husain
teaches Comparative Political
System, .History of Colonialism
and Imperialism in South Asia,
Politics of the Middle East, and
Creation of Bangla Desh - a
new cou rse - one of the few
comses of its kind being
offered in this country.
During the spring/ summer
terms, Dr. Husain is teaching a
Seminar in Asian Studies, So.
Asia in International Politics,
Government and Politics of
Pakistan, and Selected Political
Theorists Ghandi, Nehru
and Jinnah.
'

S udent Jobs in Europ~ Offset
Dollar Devaluation
For any Stl,dent planning a
trip to EuropP. a temporary
payi ng job in Austria, Switzerland, France · or some other
coun try couiu :Je t he answer to
lowe1 purd ,;,_ing power· of t·he
U.S. doll ar. qecently raised
wage~ in i:ur, ~1e will not only
offset any 10-« in dollar value,
but a few weeks work at a
resort, hotel or restaurant job
providing wag'::S plus free room
and b ard wili actually pay for
the youth fare air ticket and
provi ~e le> fto ve r cash for
trave ling arc:u. d Europe. Temporary paying student jobs are
avail ab le to any student willing
to work in o rder to see Europe.

Most jobs are in Austria,
Switzerl and , France and Germany in such categories as
resort, hotel, restaurant, hospital and farm work. Jobs are
also available in factori es,
offices and shops. Standard
wages are always paid, and
room and board are arranged
in advance ana provided free
of charge with most jobs . The
Student Overseas Services
(SOS), a Luxembourg student
organization which has been
helping students for the past 15
years, will obtain a job, work
permtt, visa, and any other
nec essary working pap e rs
required for any col leg e

student wh o applies ear ly
enough . SOS also provides a
job orientation in Europ e
before going to your job.
App lication form s, job listings and descriptions, and the
SOS Ha:ndbook on earning a
trip to Eu rope may be obtained
by send ing your -name, address,
educational institution , and !1
(for addressing, handlin g,
printing, and postage) to
Placement Office, SOS , Box
5173, Santa Barbara, Calif.
93108. Inqu iries and appli cations for payin g jobs in Europe
should be sent early enough to
allow SOS amp le time to
process the papers.
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8,400,000 .Americans Found Color Blind
by Ray Worth

for blues and yellows against
reds or greens . Further
evidence of color blindness is
difficulty in seeing veins or
freckles . A colqr blinded
person is normally insensitive
to fall foliage . Also color ·
blinded people cannot ;_;:distinguish the difference • between black coffee ·and coffee
with cream: Finally a color blind
person will generally think
that black and white television
looks better tha n - color.,- Also,
the color of painted surfaces is
easier to see than that of
colored fabrics .

20 thousand females suffered

The Optical Journal and
from the same prqblem . There
Review of Optometry recently . are three forms_ of color

disclosed that out of a
population of 200 million
people in the United States,
approximately 8 million 400
.thousand are color blind . In
· this country the male · population far outnumbers the female
in color deficiency - Male 8
million, Female
400
thousand . In the state of
Massachusetts .for example it
was pointed out that approximately 200 thousand males
were c,olor blind, and that only

blindness, red, green, and in
rare cases blue deficiencies.
Infrequently, a person is
completely color deficient .
· More than half of the cases of
color blindness have difficulties recognizing reds and
greens. One of the ways to
recognize color blindness is if
a person's choice of color in
his own life style is questioned _by people around
him. Also, another sign of
color blindness is a preference

Kiddie Kol lege to Start
Here in June
This summer trimester
Northeastern's Women's Studies Program will be coordinating.. a play care center for the
children of UNI students, staff,
and faculty .
They plan to call the play
care Kiddie Kollege , and it will
be staffed by members of the
UNI community who will be
attending school during the
summer. The re will be no fee
charged to bring the children
here , they only ask that parents
pack a lunch , and give the

children enough · money for .
refreshments . The Kollege will
be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
for children of two age ranges :
1st through 3rd grade and 4th
on up . Each section will
include about 20 children . The
"semester" begins on June 18th
and runs through August 17th.
At the present time letters
have gone out to all teaching
facult y for t he s umm e r
tr imester a sking them to
volunteer time 'to teach a
"course" to the childre n. For

example, art faculty could
"teach;' finger painting, English
,faculty could tell stories, etc .
Students, and staff also
inter·ested in bringing their
children are asked to volunteer
2 to 3 hours per week
supervi s in g c la ss e s, lun c h
breaks or_ free time.
Interested parents are asked
to fill out the following
schedule and bring or send it
to the Women's Studies Off ice
in C-528.

----------------------------------------Please fill out the hours you will be teaching a Kiddie Kollege course, and what hours
your children will be in Kollege.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

8
A

A

B

D

C

B

A

C

D

~

9
C

-

10
E

E

F

F

E

G

H

G

G

H

I

I

I

I

I

/

11

12

1

-

K

K

K

The journal suggested that · corrected . One who hils this
problem has no way t c identify
most persons probably suspect
that they are color blind but do · color signals •n the fields of
marine navi g,'!t ion , a viation
not really know. The general
and railroad ing. This would
belief among geneticists on the
make it extreme ly dangerous to
question of color deficiency is
allow a color blind man to
that it is not a disease but an
navigate a boat or plane or a
inherited characteristic. Leadtrain . Also looking at the great
ing men in the field of genetics
increase and complexity of
believe that the female is the
colored signals and lights on
carrier of color blindness, and
modern highways, it could be
that it is a recessive
dnagerous for a color blind
characteristic. · .
person to drive an automobile
A color deficient person may
unless his cond ition has been
find it difficult to enter certain
cared for . There, however, are
occupations which assume a
hopeful sings •for color
person's ability to identify by
deficient people. In _1965 Harry
color. These occupations are in
Zeltzer, O.D., develo ped . a
the fields ·of cosmetics,
ha.rd contact lens of polymeagriculture, printing, chemical
thy I metha c ry late with a
analysis , textiles plastics,
particular spectral transmisphotography, and art.
sion . Zeltzer fo und that this
Also a color blind individual
new lens would be effective for •
can endanger himself as well
those with a color deficiency.
as others if his deficiency isn't

The Imprisonment
of Judith Todd
THE RIGHT TO SAY NO by
Judith Todd tells for the first
time the truth behind Rhodesia's anti-colonial struggle. THE .
RIGHT TO SAY NO is not only
the story of these times, but
also an indictment of the
policy of appeasement Great
Britain had toward Rhodesia;
the culmination of which were
the Settlement Proposals mass ively rejected by the
Africans - under whi ch all
power was to be left in the
hand of the illegal Ian Smith
regime.
Judith Todd , the twentynine-year old daughter of the
former Rhodesian Prime Minister, Garfield Todd, reveals not
only life under the Smith
regime, but also the details of
the proposals worked out by
Britain a nd t he te am of
neg ot iators led by Lord
Goodman with Ian Smith, and
without the parti cipation of Judith Todd author of "The
Right to Say No."
the -African majority. She · also
critic ises the U.S. Governand sane govern ment.
ment's decision to continue
Judith Todd now lives in
the importation of Rhodesian
London , where her book is on
chrome d e spite a United
the best sell e r li st . She
Nations embargo on trade with
continues her battl e against
Rhodesia.
the current Rhodes ian regime
This personal account of the
that
still has her fat her under
imprisonment of Judith Todd
house arrest. Becau se of her
and her fathe r for five weeks,
without trial and without stand for the people she was
recently appoi;1ted delegate to
having been accused of any
the United 1"ations fo r the
crime, is also the story of a
country's strugg le for freedom African Nati ona l Congress.
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BASIC ENCOUNTER GROUP TO MEET BEGl l'JNI NG SPRING
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If you are interested in becoming a particip,~m in a basic
human interaction lab called "Getting The. Self Together," or
"Am I Really Who I Think You Think I Really Am?" sign up
NOW at Counseling Center-West. Times to be determined by
participants.

5

Your name= - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -- - ~ --'--Children's names: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Number of Children: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
Term: ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Ages of children: _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

APRIL 4TH IS
PRIN T EXPRESSIONS I
Deadline is Wed. March 28.
Bri ng Photos, Poems, Stories
to The Pri nt Office, E-214.
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Quo Vadimus
The Young Independent Democrats are
meeting again next Thursday in 3-108.
If you care about what happens in
Government, come to 3-108.
We
need you . Bring your ideas for projects
·
too.
E.R.A . - What does it say? Why do we

need it? Do we need it? Should it pass?
- Northeastern's chapter of University
and College Women in Illinois will be
holding an informal discussion ,on the
E.R.A . Thursday, March 29 in
room
from 12 noon to 2. Everyone
is welcome to ask questions and give
views.

The Reading Center is sponsoring a
series of lectures on Reading in
March-June, 1973.
A memo sent to Northeastern
Community announcing the speakers,
topics, and dates is attached.
Please publicize this important activity
in the PRINT.
Thank you .
The National Lawyers Gu ild is
sponsoring a Womens Legal Gathering
to be held on April 7th, 10:30 at DePaul
University (Lincoln Park Campus). The
add ress is 2324 N. Seminary .
Registration $2.00.
For further information contact the
National Lawyers Guild, 21 E. Van
Buren - 939-2492.
Waitress, Cook, Bartender: Full or
Part-time, Waitress, $1/hr. good t ips,
Cook, $2.25/ hr., Bartender $2.00/ hr.,
good tips.
Gadzooks, 5511 N. Broadway, Chicago,
Ill., Dan Johnson 275-0332
Umpires, male or female: Will coach
high school and Jr. college, and park
games. Evenings, 2-3 hours at most.
Should have a car. $10-$15 per game.
UMPS (Umpires Metropolitan Professional Service)
Mr. Reddick 966-6066
. DRIVER STICK SHIFT: Stock clerk .:..
· delivery, 20/40 hrs. per week, 2:00 p.m.
on $2.00/hr.
AMS Distributors, 8_105 Skokie Blvd.,
675-2880
Mr. or Mrs. Schubman
STUDENT NEEDED : Student to work
in activities dept. geriatric patients,
small and lg. group activities, $2.00/ hr.
Hours flexible
Briarwood Terrace Nursing Home, 2451
W . Touhy, 338-6800, Ed Boraz
PHONE SOLICITING : General Dev.
Corporat ion , 2725 Thathen, River
Grove, 111. , 452-6470, Mrs. Chamberlin,
Salary plus Bonus, Hours: 1-5.
UNWANTED PREGNANCY? And feel
that abortion isnt the answer? Single or
married, whether you keep or put up
for adop t ion , free, conf idential ,
pregnancy test, free medical, financial,
psychological help. Call either ·233..
0305, or 583-6109. Someday, he may
thank you .

CAR FOR SALE : 1963 Corvette
Stingray Convert. 90 ½ completed,
1970 " 350" Engine-Turbo Trans, New
Suspension, Custom leather interior, ·
Mag Wheels-Side P,ipes, Guages,
Posi-Trac, Tires, 427 Hood-Custom
Paint & More, E-214.
$4,000 invested, will sacrifice for $2,000
firm, call John 437-7122.

What's yo ur time worth? It takes a
minute to pick up your Blue Cross
Card. Come to Health Service TODAY.
la luta Continua- The Struggle
Continues: April 6 Present and Post
Peace Treaty Situation. 8:00 p.m. New
World Res-ource Center 2546 North
Halsted. Free Donations welcomed.
More information call 348-3370.
The Chicago Committee For the
Liberation of Angola, Mozambique, and
Guine is organizing to educate the
people of the U.S. about the liberation
struggles and to raise active support for
them. A campaign has been going to
collect and send vitamin C to the
. liberation organization. Your support is
needed.
Congratulations to John Demas and
Sue Emanuel for being UNI 1973 Jan.
Trimester " Campu~ Couple."
FREE : 3 cute male kittens, 8 weeks old.
Motter silver tabby. Fr. Russian Blue.
T~ained. They' re stripped down and
gold. Call 583-4050 candy switchboard
operator.
INTERMURAL: Open gymnastics Meet
April 3 and 5 at 1:00 on Tues. And
Thurs. Gym A Opened to all
Northeastern Students. Sign up
outside the P.E. office.
WANTED: Students interested in
helping with the development of an
exciting NEW PIE course on "Problems
of living in Urban America ." For
information call 772-5493 at home or
384-4370 at office, ask for Don
Kirchenberg .
HELP PREVENT POLLUTION BY
SUPPORTING THE FIGHT TO KEEP
THE CLEAN, QUIET, ELECTRIC
TROLLY BUS . Stop the CTA's
introduction of noisy, smoking General
Motors Diesel I Buses. Write CTA
voicing your support of the more
pollution free electric trolly buses. For
information call the Logan Square
Neighborhood Association 384-4370 N.
Milwaukie, Chicago, Ill. 60647.

3 bedroom delux apt., Central Air
Cond., · New modem, 2 blocks from
college, suitable for professional. Avail.
July 1. Call 267-8251 between 9 a.m.
and 2 p.m., or after 9 p.m.
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Could you get into REACHING OUT,
SHARING ,
, AND
HANDICAPPED PERSONS? If so, . call
525-0068 or 583-6109.
·

Doings
· Bail Bond,. April 1

/ -----------------

On the ,first Sunday of each
month, a group of students
from the Newman Club at
. Northeastern pile in a couple
Honda 350-460 Luggage Rack $15,
of cars and troop down to the
TO ALL IT MAY CONCERN :
334-5050
Catchitshileit'shere! Remaining perforCook County Court House. You
mances of A DREAM PLAY take place
may be wondering what' s
Tent (9 X 12) umbrella. Doesn't leak
on March· 29, 30, and 31 in our · Little
cooking
down at the Court
$20, 334-5050
Theatre. Curtain is at 8:00 p.m.
House on a Sunday (7 :30 in the
Admission is $2.00, but only $1 .00 for
Good Condition, sofa, chairs, tables,
morning no less) . Well, some
students BUT Northeastern students
lamps, TV, $10c$40 each. 334-5050
of us are involved io volunteer
will be admitted FREE upon
presentation of their school I.D. For
work with the Cook Country
Need Youth Supervisor, Saturday Only,
further information, call JU -3-4050 Ext.
Bail Bond Project. This project
Need Car, 8 hours $35, Call 678-3613, 8
1,·rft I
526. NOTE: Due to the special
oversees - ' bond hearings to
<1.m.-11 :30 a.m.
circumstances of the play, no one will
make sure that the prisoner's
be allowed to enter the Little Theatre
rights are upheld . Once we get
once the performance has begun.
For Sale: Buggy $15, Crib $5, Phone
to the Court House, we wait for
DT/SP
434-2319
the prisoners to be transferred
OKee dOKee ArtichOKee
to the lockup so that the
Lost: Navy blue woolen hat with
interviewing
can begin. Three
· mittens inside. In vicinity of tunnel
Lost; Navy Blue Woolen Hat with
.
guys
(women
are not allowed
area. Of great sentimental value, return
Mittens inside. Lost in vicinity of
in the male lockup) interview
to lost and found.Reward .
Tunnel area (from main building to
the prisoners in both felony
classr,pom building) Great Sentimental
The Young Independent Democrats are
Value. Return to Lost and Found.
and misdemeanor courts . The
meeting again next Thursday in 3-108.
REWARD.
.
purpose of the interviewing . is
If you care about what happens in
to record information whi c h
government come to 3-108. We need
For Sale: Buggy $15, Crib $5, Phone
will be verified . The verified
you . Bring your ideas for projects too.
434-2319
information
is
u sed
by
volunteer lawyers to help the
prisoners obtain a reasonabl e
bon_d (a bond whi ch his reac h)
an I ir1div idual bond (release
1~igWatureJ .
The project is hoping to
expand into women's court,
but for thi s it needs more
vol'unteers. If you 'd like to try
it, join us on April 1 or the f irst
• be
Sunday of any month . Call the
[Kneeling, left to right]: C Lamensdof, F. Menzer, M. Breen, A.
Center anytime or ju st let us
Kasak, R. Signoretti, R. Capparelli. [Standing, left to right]: D.
know you're coming
or
Karouzos, J. Paglini, J. Weimhoff, J: Hesotian, P. Czernick, 8 . ·
better yet come on over! Our
Milz. Missing: G. Ferrentino, M . Vrchota, A. Gorr, P. Hellenburg,
number is 583-6109 our address
E. Scllag, J. Scannell, M. Ross, D. Donoghue.
is 5450 N. Kimball .
Honda 500 motorcycle. Good Condition, Low Mileage, $146, 334-5050

Interested in getting into the Big
Brother or Big Sister Programs?. Call
583-6109 for more info.

-- · --------------

br

ofl

together a program to honor
the.entire team . Special awards
will go to Dr. Robert Gilbert
Faculty Advi sor; Ralph Cap~
parelli , top scorer; and Art
Kasak, Most Valu able Pl ayer.
The UN I skaters fini shed the
year with a W-7 L-23 T~2
record (see enclos~d ).
'

Th e Northeastern Illinois
University Hockey Club w ill
have their year end banquet in
April at the Marriott Motor
Inn . For ti cket information
contac t any UN I ho c key
playe r. Play er/ Coa c h , Mike
Vrcota is chairman of the
banquet. Mike is puttin g

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Sugar is
sweet but not if you have DIABETES,
. Find out - Take a free detention test
, at: 3824 N. Spaulding .,.. April 6, 847 N.
Greenview _ April 10, 10530 N.
Oglesby_ May 11 , 716 w . Addison _ ·
May 18, 9 :45 to 2:30 p.m. You must be
18 years of age or over and you cannot
eat or drink for three hours prior to the
exam.

P.E. Student Teachers pre•sent " student In A c tion ,"
U.N.I. Gym , Thursday, March
29 (10:00 a.m .-11 :00 a.m .).
:Elementary sc hool students
;perform sensory motor learning
:and physical education activi'ties. Student Teachers Gerald
Butler supervisors and Doi ares .
iPetty .

QPENING SAT.'
MARCH 31st

FIEL.D EXPERIENCES IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
If you w ill be takin g any of the followin g method s courses
during t he M ay-Ju ne. or Jul y-A utu st sess ion s:
1. Methods of Teac hin g o n the Secondary Leve l (65-33 1)
2. M ethods of Teachin g Mathem at ics in the Secondary School
(72-301 )
3. M ethods of Teachin g Hi story in t he Seco ndary
(74-301)
4. Teach ing Eng lish in t he Secondary School (74-372)
Please read on .
When you regi ste r for th e above courses you wi ll notic·e t hat an
additi o nal two hou rs per w eek for laboratory (fi eld) experi ence is
-req uired. Due to t he limited length of May-Jun e and Ju ly-August
sess ions, it is hoped that you will be able to spend a minimum of
three hours in the fi eld experi ence.
In order to facilitate pl acem ent fo r t hese two sess ions, pl ease
pi ck up a fie ld experi ence form and complete it as soon as
'poss ible. The fo rms are avail abl e fro m Bertram Abe ll , offi ce 3-009
or Ja mes Lockwood , offi ce 3-100. If we are not in our off ices,
froms w i II be avai Iab le from a pocket on t he door of off ice 3-100.
M st of the M ay-J une placements will be in Chicago Publi c
Sc hools as they are the on ly ones in session during most of this
period ·of time.
Please pick up and complete the placement forms as soon
possible. If you have any questions, please contact either of
persona lly.

a,r
•

ar1i

trida8 march 3© th

5 to CJ P.M.
Advlt s .. . .-. ·· I .15
Chil dren --. - · -· 1. 25"

Dinner

@(;)~~0

MUSIC

I

C.Soeth.s

I

/ ~or+l.e"slero 1Jli.,,,is Uri,ve,sit!:J
i Cla.ssl"DOm B\d.g.
/'Y'\a.wr0"

i

BAGG I ES - PLEA TS
BIG BE LLS - CUF FS

~1-yt

C.e.ritrA.I "Pk-

SHIRTS * BEL TS
SWEATERS * JACKETS
SUEDE* LEAT HER

BARGAINS
GALORE

1031 DAVIS
EVANST ON
Sat. 10-9
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Baseball Season Starts Friday
, Bette r things are reflected in
this season's baseball schedule
for Northeastern's Golden
Eagles ,
, The level of competition has
increased by playing Big Ten
sc hools,
nationally ranked
teams, and squads that have
post-season bids , Looking at
this year' s s_chedule, the
Golden Eagles will be facing
top national ranking teams
such as Milton College, ranking
number one in pit c hing,
Southern 111 inois-Edwardsvi Ile, ,
ranking second in the nation

and Lewis College, ranking
fifth in the nation. Also, there
will be a double header against
the University of Illinois
Baseball Team, a perennial
power house in Big Ten
Baseball.

Terry Rizzo (senior), one of
the 1973 co-captains, was the
third leading hit~r for
Northeastern in 1972. As a
result of his outstanding year,
Terry was selected to the
Chicagoland All-Conference ,
Team.

Befitting the times - this
schedule is inflationary in size.
Since 1971 Northeastern ' s
schedule has almost doubled .
Coach Ray Kasper, after a
highly successful season last
year with 18 victories and 8
losses, has the tools to do the
job.

Paul Ryder, senior, in three
years of college ball , he has
been a consistent, .300 hitter.
Paul received honorable mention recognition in the
Conference for his play last
season .

successful Amundsen Junior
College team . Last season he
was selected
the Most
Valuable Player in the Skyway
.Junior College Conference.
Tom Markowski, during his
senior year at Weber High
Coach Kasper has high hopes School was selected to · the
Catholic League All-Star Team.
in store with some of the
Joe Pikul was selected · as an
newcomers .
All-Section outfielder · during
Chuck,
To date, CrrecK, Junior, has his senior year with a .326
experienced · a great deal of batting average .
success in his baseball career.
It should prove an exciting
He
played
on
a
city baseball season for NortheastChampioflship team at Ken- ' ern with this year's increase in
nedy High School and for a top competition.

Al Steiman, senior and
co-captain for 1973, holds
several Northeastern team
records . In 1972, he led the
pitching staff in wins, e .r.a .,
strike outs, and innings
pitched . Al was selected to the
All-Conference squad in 1972.

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE - 1973

·Golf Team Looking Forward
To Season
by Chris Meyer

The No rtheastern Illinois
University Golf team, under ·
' the direction of their new
coach , Tony Schimpf , are
looking forward to what should
be a fine season .
Returning from last year's
squad , which posted an
all-time school best record of
11-8, are four solid veterans .
This group is headed by
-Captain Rick Podraza, a senior.
Rick has performed admirably
for three seasons and holds the
school scoring record . Seniors

Gary Alesi and Conrad Firszt
and junior Don Lewin are the
other returnees.
Four " rookies" have been
working out with the team and
should help out a great deal.
This group includes three
transfer students, each of
whom were number one men
at their junior colleges; Jim
Bucknew from Clinton JC in
Clinton, Iowa, Chris Meyer
from
Morton, and
Ron
Ruszkiewicz from Wright.
Another newcomer is Al Sterk,
who formerly played for the
Air Force Service team .

DAY

DATE

TEAM

PLACE

Friday
Saturday ,
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Thu_rsday
Saturday
Monday

March 30
March 31
April 3
April 4
April 6
April 7
April 9
April 10
April 12
April 14
April 16
April 17
April 18
April 20
April 21
April 23
April 24
April 26
April 28
April 30

Western 111. Univ. (2)
Western Ill. Univ. (2)
Chicago Circle
Concordia
College of St. Francis
Aurora College (2)
Purdue Univ. - Calumet
Chicago Circle
Ill
Union University (2)
Memphis State Univ.
Memphis State Univ.
Christian Bros. College
Southern Ill. - Edwardsville (2)
Southern Ill. - Edwardsville (2)
Ill
College of St. Francis
Chicago State Univ.
Olivet Nazarene (2)
Chicagoland Tournament

Home
Home
Circle
Home
Joliet, 111.
Home,
Home
Home
Home
Jackson, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Edwardsville, Ill.
Edwardsville, Ill.
IIT
Home
Chicago State
Kankakee, Ill.
Home

TIME

1:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

1:00
2:30
2:30
3:00

1:00
1:00
3:30

1:00
3:30

1: 00

-

'3:30

GOLF SCHEDULE
HOST

COURSE

TIME

Thurs. March 29 Lewis
Tues. Apr. 3
Ill. Tech.
Thur. Apr. 5
UNI
Wed . Apr. 11
UNI

Wedgewood
Cog Hill
Wilmette
Cog Hill

1 :00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.

Tues. Apr. 17
Wed. Apr. 18

Wilmette
Wedgewood

1 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.

DATE

Apr. 23-27
Tues. May 1
Fri. May 4
Sat. May 5
Mon. May 7
Wed . May 9
Frr. May 11

ADDITION :
Mon . Apr. 30

SCHOOLS

DePaul, UNI, UICC
UNI, Niles, Roosevelt
Loyola, UICC, Niles
Roosevelt, Ill. Tech,
Chicago State
UNI
North Park
Lewis
UNI, DePaul,
Roosevelt
Memphis
Tennessee, Christian
Brothers, Lambeth
UNI
U. of Chicago,
Loyola, UICC.
UNI
Chicago State,
DePaul, U. of Chicago
Lakeland Tournament
NAIA District #20 Tournament
Loyola
DePaul, UNI
Roosevelt
Roosevelt
Chicagoland
Conference Golf
Tournament (cost $50)
Ill. Benedictine

1 :00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FINAL STATISTICS FOR 1973 SEASON
by Nancy Bartosch
RECORD:

Wilmette

1 :30 p.m.

Wilmette

1 :30 p.m. '

Silver lake
Silverlake

10:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m.

Silver lake

7:00 a.m.

Joan Duggan
Laurie Foster
Marguerite Weissmuller
Linda Harty
Betty Jo Kukla
Kathy Serczyk
Sophie Haralampopolous
Joyce Palmquist
Jodie Connors
Lourdes Ubides
Nancy Bartosch

183
173
145
80
24
17
9
8
7
6
2

TEAM TOTALS
TEAM AVERAGE (per game)

654
43.6

Unli~ely
Ending

Standings

by Nancy Bartosch

1:30 LEAGUE

1:00 LEAGUE

Oldtimers
Fanatiks ,
Cleanliness Phase 11
Music Men
AXE Main Men
' Bad Guys

2
2

0
0
1
1
2
2

1 .
0
0

FIELD
GOALS,

FREE
THROWS

FOULS

73
73
67
33
10
7 _
3
4
3
2

]7 '
27
11
14
4
3
3
0
1
2
0

47
40
22
36
33
20
6
9
2
5
0

276
18.4

102
6.8

220
14.1

Woodzidge

Intramural Volleyball

L

TOTAL
POINTS

PLAYER

An

w

11 wins, 4 losses (season total)
9 wins, 0 losses (regular games)
2nd place in Sectional Tournament

Rip City
Marx Bros.
New Bangers
Del AXE
Banchees
MASH

w

L

2
1

0
1
1
1
1
2

·d
1
1
0

Our last game of the se ason
was · a rematch with South Side
rivals; Chicago State. We lost
in a close game 42-40. Linda
Harty lead the scoring, for the
first time this year, by pouring
in 11 points. Marguerite
. Weissmuller scored 9 points,
. Joan Duggan and Laurie Foster
' had 8 each.

TEAM STATISTICS (1 game)

Most points: 80 vs. NCC
Least points: 21 vs. U of I
Most field goals: 35 vs. NCC
Least field goals: 9 vs. U of I
Most free throws: 13 vs. Wright
Least free throws: 3 vs. U of I
Most free throw miss: 20 vs. CTC
Least free throw miss: 5 vs. CSU
Most free throw attem:31 vs. CTC
Least free throw attem: 9 vs. CSU
Best free throw%: 58% vs. UICC
Worst free throw %: 20% vs. U of I
Most fouls: 21 vs. GWC
Least fouls: 7 vs. U of I
Most pts (1 qtr): 35 vs. NCC
Least pts (1 qtr): 1 vs. EC
Most field goals (1 qtr): 16 vs. NCC

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
(1 game)

Most pts: Laurie (27) vs. NCC
Joan (22) vs. Net
Highest aver. pts: Joan, 12.2
Laurie, 11.5; Marguerite, 11.2
Most field goals: Laurie (12) vs.
NCC, Joan (10) vs. NCC, GWC
Most free throws: Joan (7) vs.
CTC, Laurie (5) ys. Wright
Most free throw attempts: Joan
(12) vs. CTC, Laurie (10) vs. ·
CSU, Wright
Best free throw pct.: Joan, 52.1 %
Marguerite, 45.8%
Most points (1 qtr): l,..aurie (18)
vs. NCC, Joan (11) vs. NCC

